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THERMOELECTRIC DEVICE WITH SI/SIC 
SUPERLATTICE N-LEGS 

The present invention relates to thermoelectric devices 
and in particular to very thin lattice thermoelectric devices. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Workers in the thermoelectric industry have been attempt 
ing too improve performance of thermoelectric devices for 
the past 20—30 years With not much success. Most of the 
effort has been directed to reducing the lattice thermal 
conductivity Without adversely affecting the electrical 
conductivity. Experiments With superlattice quantum Well 
materials have been underWay for several years. These 
materials Were discussed in an paper by Gottfried H. Dohler 
Which Was published in the November 1983 issue of Sci 
enti?c American. This article presents an eXcellent discus 
sion of the theory of enhanced electric conduction in super 
lattices. These superlattices contain alternating conducting 
and barrier layers and create quantum Wells that improve 
electrical conductivity. These superlattice quantum Well 
materials are crystals groWn by depositing semiconductors 
in layers Whose thicknesses is in the range of a feW to up to 
about 100 angstroms. Thus, each layer is only a feW atoms 
thick. (These quantum Well materials are also discussed in 
articles by Hicks, et al and Harman published in Proceedings 
of 1992 1st National Thermoelectric Cooler Conference 
Center for Night Vision & Electro Optics, U.S.Army, Fort 
Belvoir, Va. The articles project theoretically very high ZT 
values as the layers are made progressively thinner.) The 
idea being that these materials might provide very great 
increases in electric conductivity Without adversely affecting 
Seebeck coef?cient or the thermal conductivity. Harmon of 
Lincoln Labs, operated by MIT has claimed to have pro 
duced a superlattice of layers of (Bi,Sb) and Pb(Te,Se). He 
claims that his preliminary measurements suggest ZTs of 3 
to 4. FIG. 1 shoWs theoretical calculated values (Sun et 
al-1998) of ZT plotted as a function of quantum Well Width. 

The present inventors have actually demonstrated that 
high ZT values can de?nitely be achieved With Si/SiO_8GeO_2 
superlattice quantum Well (See, for eXample, US Pat. No. 
5,550,387.) Most of the efforts to date With superlattices 
have involved alloys that are knoWn to be good thermoelec 
tric materials for cooling, many of Which are dif?cult to 
manufacture as superlattices. The present inventors have had 
issued to them United States patents in 1995 and 1996 Which 
disclose such materials and explain hoW to make them. 
These patents (Which are hereby incorporated by reference 
herein) are US. Pat. Nos.: 5,436,467, 5,550,387. FIGS. 1A 
and 1B herein Were FIGS. 3 and 5 of the ’467 patent. Alarge 
number of very thin layers (in the ’467 patent, about 250,000 
layers) together produce a thermoelectric leg 10 about 0.254 
cm thick. In the embodiment shoWn in the ?gures all the legs 
are connected electrically in series using sprayed-on metal 
layers 14 and otherWise are insulated from each other in an 
egg-crate type thermoelectric element as shoWn in FIG. 1A. 
As shoWn by arroWs 30 in FIG. 1B current ?oWs from the 
cold side to the hot side through P legs 12 and from the hot 
side to the cold side through N legs 10. (Electrons How in the 
opposite direction.) These patents disclose superlattice lay 
ers comprised of: (1) SiGe as conducting layer and Si as a 
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2 
barrier layer and (2) alternating layers of tWo different alloys 
of boron carbide. In the ’387 patent Applicants disclose that 
they had discovered that strain in the layers can have very 
bene?cial effects on thermoelectric properties of the ele 
ments disclosed in the ’467 patent. 

What are needed are better quantum Well materials, even 
better than the ones discussed above, for thermoelectric 
devices. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides a superlattice thermoelec 
tric device. The device is comprised of p-legs and n-legs, 
each leg being comprised of a large number of at least tWo 
different very thin alternating layers of elements. The n-legs 
in the device are comprised of alternating layers of silicon 
and silicon carbide. In preferred embodiments p-legs are 
comprised of a superlattice of B-C layers, With alternating 
layers of different stoichiometric forms of B-C. This pre 
ferred embodiment is designed to produce 20 Watts With a 
temperature difference of 300 degrees C. With a module 
ef?ciency of about 30 percent. The module is about 1 cm 
thick With a cross section area of about 7 cm2 and has about 

10,000 sets of n and p legs each set of legs being about 55 
microns thick and having about 5,000 very thin layers (each 
layer about 10 nm thick). 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a graph shoWing theoretical values of ZT as a 

function of quantum Well Width. 

FIGS. 1A and 1B shoW features of prior art thermoelectric 
modules. 

FIG. 2A is a top vieW of a preferred deposition chamber 
for fabricating thermoelectric ?lm. 

FIG. 2B is a side vieW of a preferred deposition chamber 
for fabricating thermoelectric ?lm. 

FIG. 3 shoWs an enlarged vieW of a section of Kapton® 
tape With alternating layers attached. 

FIGS. 4A and 4B are vieWs of a preferred thermoelectric 
couple. 

FIG. 4C shoWs a 20-couple thermoelectric set connected 
in series. 

FIGS. 4D and 4E are vieWs of a 100-couple thermoelec 
tric set. 

FIG. 4F is a sketch shoWing dimensions of a 1000 couple 
thermoelectric module. 

FIG. 4G is another vieW of the FIG. 4F module. 

FIG. 4H shoWs the module in use. 

FIG. 41 shoWs hoW the legs of the module are connected 
electrically. 

FIG. 5 shoWs Applicant’s calculated ef?ciencies for sev 
eral thermoelectric samples. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Applicants Earlier Patents 

On Aug. 1, 2000 Applicants Were granted US. Pat. Nos. 
6,096,964 and 6,096,965 both of Which have been incorpo 
rated herein by reference. In these patents Applicants dis 
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4close techniques for placing the thin alternating layers on 
?lm substrates. In these patents the alternating layers spe 
ci?cally described include layers comprised of silicon and 
silicon-germanium. The silicon is referred to as barrier 
layers and the SiGe layers are referred to as conducting 
layers and are appropriately doped to produce n legs and p 
legs. 
An n-doping atom is typically the atom having one more 

electron than the base semiconductor atoms. The extra atom 

provides a conducting electron supporting current ?oW. A 
p-doping atom is typically the atom having one feWer 
electron than the base semiconductor atoms. The missing 
electron becomes an electron acceptor location (i.e., a hole) 
supporting current ?oW. As explained in the Dohler article, 
in these very thin layers electrons made available for con 
duction in the n-doped conduction layer can migrate to the 
boundary layer to make conduction possible there. Appli 
cants believed that the excellent conducting properties of 
these materials are due to the fact that conduction can take 

place through the boundary layer crystals Without being 
impeded by ions in the crystals Which produce electrostatic 
?elds Which impede the How of electrons. The same rea 
soning applies to the p-doped layers. In this case excess 
electrons migrate from the boundary layers to the p-doped 
conduction layers to produce holes in the boundary layers 
Without current impeding ions. Thus, resistance to current 
How is enormously reduced. Some materials possess ther 
moelectric properties Without doping. In the ’387 patent 
Applicants disclose that the layers of boron-carbide Would 
make very good thermoelectric material especially for the 
p-type legs. GeTe and PbTe Were also proposed as possible 
materials for the T/E elements. 

Although the SiGe/Si superlatice material performs very 
Well at loW and moderate temperatures, performance above 
about 250 C is not much better than bulk SiGe alloys. 
Applicants’ boron carbide quantum Wells perform very Well 
at loW temperature and high temperatures as p-legs and but 
do not perform Well as n-legs. It is for this reason that 
Applicants investigated and subsequently discovered the 
very good thermoelectric properties of Si/SiC material. A 
preferred embodiment of the present invention provides 
p-legs and n-legs that perform very Well at high tempera 
tures With an expectation that thermoelectric modules using 
these tWo legs Will have module ef?ciencies of about 30% to 
40%. 

Applicants’ Experiments 

Applicants experiments have shoWn extraordinary prom 
ise for thermoelectric couples based on multilayer B4C/B9C 
?lms. The poWer delivered into a matched load, at the level 

of a fraction of a microWatt, appears small, but is produced 
from a very small amount of active material. The ef?ciency 
calculated for each couple depends on the value taken for the 
thermal conductivity. If We assume no enhancement of the 

thermal conductivity, i.e. take the value for bulk B4C/B9C, 
the ef?ciency is about 4% for the loWer temperature (90 
degree C.) heat source and 10—11% for the 250° C. heat 
source. These ?gures are already a signi?cant improvement 
over bismuth telluride and improve With the loW thermal 
conductivity measurements of UCLA as discussed beloW. 
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4 
The poWer factor numbers (otz/p) indicate that there is some 
quantum Well con?nement in the B 4C/BQC. The Applicants’ 
data have been con?rmed by similar measurements at the 
Naval Research Laboratory. 
The Seebeck coef?cient does not change With the relative 

thickness of the Si substrate since this parameter is inde 
pendent of thickness. HoWever, as the Si substrate thickness 
is reduced, the ratio of the ?lm resistance to the substrate 
resistance is increasing. Since the resistance of the ?lm is so 
much loWer than the Si substrate, the composite resistivity 
Will drop as the substrate thickness decreases. 

Si/SiC 

Recent test results by Applicants indicate that Si/SiC 
multi-layer ?lms exhibit very favorable Seebeck coef?cient 
(0t), resistivity (p) (see Table I) and poWer factor (otz/p) 
values as shoWn in Table I. If their thermal conductivity 
values are loW over the full operating temperature range, as 

expected for quantum Well materials, the thermoelectric 
?gure-of-merit should be close to that of B4C/B9C. Further, 
the poWer factor values are expected to increase With 
increasing temperature due to a decrease in resistivity and an 
increase in Seebeck coef?cient. Si/SiC multilayer ?lms are 
therefore highly promising for n-leg application, offering 
prospects of both a high thermoelectric ?gure-of-merit and 
a high operating temperature, based on the refractory nature 
of silicon carbide. The Applicants are convinced that B4C/ 
B9C—Si/SiC QW couples Will exhibit module ef?ciencies 
much improved over prior art couples. They project module 
ef?ciencies of 30% to 40%, is a giant step in thermoelectric 
development. 

Recent measurements at UCLA indicate that the thermal 

conductivity of the B4C/B9C multi-layer ?lms is signi? 
cantly reduced in comparison With the bulk value. The use 
of the UCLA loW value for the in-plane thermal conductivity 
leads to a factor of 3 enhancement in the performance (i.e., 
?gure of merit) of the material. The data based on the 
assumption of the UCLA thermal conductivity value are also 
included in Table 1 and FIG. 5 and shoW the promise of this 
technology. Measurements at UCLA on multi-layer QW 
?lms of Si/SiGe also shoWed a reduction in thermal con 
ductivity by about a factor 3 in comparison With bulk 
material. The measurement to date has been made only at 
room temperature. 

Applicants’ Demonstration Projects 
Applicants have successfully produced Si/SiC multi-layer 

quantum Well ?lms. Magnetron sputtering Was used to 
deposit ?lms of SiC With Si as the barrier material, on silicon 
substrates. Films of individual layer thickness about 100 A, 
and up to 10,000 A in total thickness, Were deposited. 
Applicants believe that this is the ?rst time that multi-layer 
?lms of Si/SiC have been successfully deposited. Measure 
ments on these materials indicated excellent resistivity and 
Seebeck coef?cient values. Table 1 shoWs the thermoelectric 
properties of these ?lms at room and higher temperatures. 
These numbers con?rm the promise of this material 
combination, resulting from QW con?nement of the carriers. 
Based on thermal conductivity measurements of Si/SiGe and 
B4C/B9C ?lms, Which have a factor of 3—4 reduction versus 
bulk alloys, these multi-layer QW Si/SiC ?lms are expected 
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on theoretical grounds to show similar reductions in thermal 
conductivity. These experiments shoW that Si/SiC is a pre 
ferred choice for the n-leg of a highly ef?cient thermoelec 
tric poWer conversion device. 

5 

TABLE I 

Temperature Resistivity Seebeck Coe?icient 
(0 c.) (mQ-cm) (,tv/o c.) 

25 2.15 -750 10 
250 1.71 —1080 
500 1.52 -1240 

Film deposition Was performed using a Veeco magnetron 15 
sputtering unit at Hi-Z, With 3-inch targets, and by side 
sputtering using 2 or 3 inch targets at the University of 
California, San Diego (UCSD). Techniques Were developed 
to control and measure the thickness of each layer, With a 
typical target of 100Aper layer, deposited in about 1 minute. 20 
Deposition normally occurred on a [100] silicon Wafer 3 
inches in diameter. Some non-uniformity Was noted around 
the edges of the Wafer, so samples for measurement Were 
taken from the central area. In the case of the B4C/B9C 
multi-layer ?lms, annealing Was performed prior to mea 
surement. 

First Preferred Embodiment B4C/B9C and Si/SiC 
Superlattice Module 30 

In this ?rst preferred embodiment thermoelectric ele 
ments are made With p-type legs comprised of superlattices 
of alternating layers of B4C and BQC and n-type legs 
comprised of a superlattices of alternating layers of Si and 
SiC. Both B4C (as a p-leg) and SiC (as an n-leg) function as 
thermoelectric elements Without added doping. 

35 

Making Thermoelectric Elements B 4C/BQC p-Legs 
and SiC/Si n-Legs 

Preferred techniques for preparation of thermoelectric 4 
?lm can be explained by reference to FIGS. 2A through 41. 
FIG. 2A is a top vieW of a preferred deposition chamber for 
fabricating thermoelectric ?lm. FIG. 2B is a side vieW 
sketch. A roll 40 of plain Kapton® ?lm coated on both sides 
With a 0.1 micron thick layer of crystalline Si feeds take-up 
roll 42. The coated ?lm is about 2.5 microns thick. Alternate 
layers (10 nm thick) of B 4C (as the “conducting” layers) and 
BQC (as the “insulating” layers) are deposited on one side of 
the tape from sources 44 and 46 and alternate layers of SiC 
(for the “conducting” layers) and Si (as the “insulating” 
layers) are deposited on the other side from sources 48 and 
50. Stepper table 52 steps the tape back and forth so that 
2500 layers of Si/SiC and 2500 layers of B4C/B9C are 
deposited to form each thermoelectric element. FIGS. 4A 
and 4B shoW the dimensions of each thermoelectric element 
comprising one p-leg and one n-leg. The element has 2500 
alternating layers of B 4C/BQC (1250 layers of each) for the 
p-leg and 2500 layers of Si/SiC (1250 layers of each) for the 
n-leg, each leg being separated by one layer of silicon ?lm 
about 5 microns thick. Each of the 5000 layers are about 10 
nm thick. 
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The alternating layers are 1 cm long and 2.65 cm Wide so 
the completed element has the shape and siZe shoWn in FIG. 
4B; i.e., 1 cm><2.65 cm><25 microns thick. TWenty of these 
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elements are joined together With silicon ?lm as shoWn in 
FIG. 4C to form a 20 couple thermoelectric set. The ele 
ments are connected in series as shoWn in FIG. 4C With a 

copper bond that may be made using a vapor deposition 
process. Note that the silicon insulating layers are alloWed to 
extend beyond the thermoelectric material Where the legs are 
not to be connected so the copper deposit can be uniformly 
applied then lapped until the separating insulator layers are 
exposed. Each of the couples (one n-leg and one p-leg) Will 
generate about 2 mV/degree C. So With a 300 degree C. 
temperature difference, the 20-element set Will create a 
potential of about 12 Volts. 

Five of these tWenty couple thermoelectric sets are joined 
together as shoWn in FIG. 4D to form a 100 couple ther 
moelectric set but the ?ve sets are connected in parallel so 
that the potential produced is still 12 Volts. This 100-element 
set is shoWn in prospective in FIG. 4E. The dimensions of 
this set are 1.0 cm><2.65 cm><0.25 cm. 

Finally ?ve of these 100-element sets are joined to form 
a 500-couple thermoelectric module as shoWn in FIG. 4F 
Which has the dimensions 2.65 cm><2.75 cm><1 cm. This 
module is mounted as shoWn in FIGS. 4G and 4H With each 
of the tWo 7 cm2 sides positioned tightly against a hot heat 
source at 400 degrees C. and a cold heat sink at 100 degrees 
C. Again, the 100 element sets are connected in parallel so 
the voltage generated remains at about 12 Volts. The elec 
trical connections are as shoWn in FIG. 41. 

Substrates Substrates for Superlattice 
Thermoelectric Material 

As described in US. Pat. Nos. ’467, ’387, ’964 and ’965, 
quantum Well thermoelectric material is preferably depos 
ited in layers on substrates. For a typical substrate as 
described in those patents, heat loss through the substrate 

0 can greatly reduce the ef?ciency of a thermoelectric device 
made from the material. If the substrate is removed some of 
the thermoelectric layers could be damaged and even if not 
damaged the process of removal of the substrate could 
signi?cantly increase the cost of fabrication of the devices. 
The present invention provides a substrate that can be 
retained. The substrate preferably should be very thin, a very 
good thermal and electrical insulator With good thermal 
stability and strong and ?exible. 

Silicon 

Silicon is the preferred substrate material for depositing 
the Si/SiGe and B4C/B9C layers. Si has also been used by 
Applicants as a substrate for depositing Si/SiGe alloys. Si is 
available commercially in ?lms as thin as 5 microns from 
suppliers such as Virginia Simiconductor With of?ces in 
Fredricksburg, Va. By using a 5 micron substrate the amount 
of bypass heat loss can be held to a minimum. For com 

mercial applications the quantum Well ?lm Will be approxi 
mately 25 microns thick as explained above. Thus the ratio 
of quantum Well thickness to substrate thickness is more 
than suf?cient to greatly minimiZe by-pass heat losses. Si is 
also preferred because its 110 atomic orientation is Well 
suited for the thermoelectric materials. The silicon ?lm is 
stable at much higher temperatures than Kapton. 
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Kapton® 

Kapton is a product of DuPont Corporation. According to 
DuPont bulletins: 

Kapton® polyimide ?lm possesses a unique combination 
of properties that make it ideal for a variety of appli 
cations in many different industries. The ability of 
Kapton® to maintained its excellent physical, 
electrical, and mechanical properties over a Wide tem 
perature range has opened neW design and application 
areas to plastic ?lms. 

Kapton® is synthesiZed by polymeriZing an aromatic 
dianhydride and an aromatic diamine. It has excellent 
chemical resistance; there are no knoWn organic sol 
vents for the ?lm. Kapton® does not melt or burn as it 
has the highest UL-94 ?ammability rating: V-0. The 
outstanding properties of Kapton® permit it to be used 
at both high and loW temperature extremes Where other 
organic polymeric materials Would not be functional. 

Adhesives are available for bonding Kapton® to itself and 
to metals, various paper types, and other ?lms. 

Kapton® polyimide ?lm can be used in a variety of 
electrical and electronic insulation applications: Wire 
and cable tapes, formed coil insulation, substrates for 
?exible printed circuits, motor slot liners, magnet Wired 
insulation, transformer and capacitor insulation, mag 
netic and pressure-sensitive tapes, and tubing. Many of 
these applications are based on the excellent balance of 
electrical, thermal, mechanical, physical, and chemical 
properties of Kapton® over a Wide range of tempera 
tures. It is this combination of useful properties at 
temperature extremes that makes Kapton® a unique 
industrial material. 

Kapton® Substrate 

Applicants have demonstrated that Kapton can be useful 
as a substrate ?lm for superlattice thermoelectric layers 
When high temperature use is not planned. Applicants have 
shoWn that a crystal layer laid doWn betWeen the Kapton® 
substrate and the series of very thin conducting and barrier 
layers greatly improve thermoelectric performance espe 
cially for n-type layers. The preferred technique is to lay it 
on about 1000 A thick in an amorphous form then to 
crystalliZe it by heating the substrate and the silicon layer to 
about 350° C. to 375° C. The crystalline layer should have 
the same crystalline structure as the layers. 

Other Substrates 

Many other organic materials such as Mylar, 
polyethylene, and polyamide, polyamide-imides and poly 
imide compounds could be used as substrates. Other poten 
tial substrate materials are oxide ?lms such as SiO2, Al2O3 
and TiO2. Mica could also be used for substrate. As stated 
above, the substrate preferably should be very thin a very 
good thermal and electrical insulator With good thermal 
stability, strong and ?exible. 

Other Lattice Materials 

Many other thermoelectric materials may be used as 
p-legs along With Si/SiC n-legs. Superlattice materials are 
preferred. Measurements of thermal conductivity normally 
shoW a threefold reduction in QW ?lms compared With bulk 
materials, as reported beloW. Applicants have found that 
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8 
Si/SiGe multi-layer ?lms performed Well at room tempera 
ture and beloW, but their performance at temperatures in the 
range of 250 degrees C. fell to that of bulk bismuth telluride. 

While the above description contains many speci?cites, 
the reader should not construe these as limitations on the 

scope of the invention, but merely as exempli?cations of 
preferred embodiments thereof. Those skilled in the art Will 
envision many other possible variations Within its scope. 
The thin layers of boron carbide and Si/SiC could be 
arranged in many other forms for various applications. It is 
not necessary that the layers be groWn on ?lm. For example, 
they could be groWn on thicker substrates that are later 
removed. There are many other Ways to make the connec 
tions betWeen the legs other than the methods discussed. 
Accordingly, the reader is requested to determine the scope 
of the invention by the appended claims and their legal 
equivalents, and not by the examples Which have been 
given. 
We claim: 
1. A thermoelectric module comprised of: 
A) a plurality of n-legs comprised of at least 100 very thin 

alternating layers of silicon and silicon carbide said 
alternating layers de?ning n-leg interfaces Where said 
alternating layers face each other; and 

B) a plurality of p-legs,; said p-legs and said n-legs being 
electrically connected to produce said thermoelectric 
module, With directions of heat ?oW and electric cur 
rent ?oW in said n-legs being parallel to said n-leg 
interfaces. 

2. A thermoelectric module as in claim 1 Wherein said 
p-legs comprise at least 100 very thin alternating layers of 
boron carbide, said alternating boron carbide layers de?ning 
p-leg interfaces Where said alternating layers of boron 
carbide face each other, Wherein heat ?oW and electric 
current ?oW in said p-legs is parallel to said p-leg interfaces. 

3. A thermoelectric module as in claim 2 Wherein said 
very thin alternating layers of boron carbide comprise tWo 
different stoichiometric forms of boron carbide. 

4. A thermoelectric module as in claim 3 Wherein said 
very thin alternating layers of boron carbide are alternating 
layers of B4C and BQC. 

5. A thermoelectric module as in claim 2, Wherein said 
plurality of n-legs is comprised of a plurality of very thin 
alternating layers of silicon and silicon-carbide and said very 
thin alternating layers of boron carbide are alternating layers 
of B4C and BQC. 

6. A thermoelectric module as in claim 1 Wherein said 
alternating layers are deposited on a substrate. 

7. A thermoelectric module as in claim 6 Wherein said 
substrate is silicon. 

8. A thermoelectric module as in claim 6 Wherein said 
substrate is silicon ?lm. 

9. A thermoelectric module as in claim 6 Wherein said 
substrate is a polyimide substrate. 

10. A thermoelectric element as in claim 1, Wherein said 
very thin alternating layers are each less than 100 nm thick. 

11. A thermoelectric element as in claim 1 Wherein said 
very thin alternating layers are each about 10 nm thick. 

12. A thermoelectric element as in claim 9 Wherein said 
plurality of very thin alternating layers is at least 1250 
layers. 


